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Beats2Borders Hip Hop Program Launched in Canada 

 

In partnership with the City of Mississauga and Meridian 

International, the U.S. Consulate’s program 

Beats2Borders brought cultural exchange, leadership 

and conflict resolution lessons to Mississauga, Ontario- 

Canada’s sixth most populous city. Mississauga youth 

from newcomer communities explored hip-hop culture by 

participating in master classes on August 20-24, 2018. 

Beats2Borders was led by U.S. artist educators Junious 

“House” Brickhouse, an internationally renowned, award-

winning urban dance educator, choreographer, 

community leader, Jaci Caprice Clark (Beatmaker), a member of 5e’s The Foundation, and Chane 

“Big Piph” Morrow (MC) a Stanford-educated MC and community builder.  

 

Mayor Bonnie Crombie visited the program in 

Mississauga’s new public space for arts programming. 

Participants also toured the McMichael Canadian Art 

Gallery’s exhibit on Canadian hip hop art and took part 

in an interactive iPad activity to create graffit i art.  

 

Participants showcased their dance, emceeing and beat-

making skills at a block party in Mississauga’s 

Celebration Square. The concert brought together the 

city’s top hip hop artists and U.S. artist/educators. CG 

Greg Stanford was there to support the youth and enjoy the concert. PA Toronto reached 36,260 

people on social media covering the program. Mississauga News (Reach: 423,000) and Modern 

Mississauga website (Reach: 25,000) covered the program. A promo video produced by PA Toronto 

was screened on Celebration Square for 2,000 people. 
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Ohio and Ontario Share Tips to Fight Trafficking 

U.S. Consulate General Toronto supported the 15th annual 

Human Trafficking and Social Justice Conference organized 

by the University of Ontario Institute of Technology (UOIT) in 

partnership with the University of Toledo on September 20-

21, 2018. U.S. speakers from California and Houston, Texas 

came to Oshawa to share their knowledge. Conference-goers 

could also listen in to sessions broadcast live from Toledo, 

where more than 500 people attended the gathering. In 

Oshawa, Sgt. John Wall from the Houston Police Department 

discussed how to build effective partnerships between law 

enforcement and the community. 

FBI Agent Theo Williams, also from Houston, gave two powerful talks on successfully bringing down 

a child sex ring, and provided insight into the psychology of those who seek to traffic women and 

children. Benjamin Greer unveiled California's innovative initiative to repay trafficking survivors with 

the assets of their traffickers. Conference partners also included Durham Regional Police and the 

NGO Great - Global Epicenter Against Human Trafficking. The joint conference model arose after 

Celia Williamson, Institute Director at University of Toledo Human Traff icking and Social Justice 

Institute, visited Oshawa with U.S. Consulate support this spring. Conference convener Peter Stoett 

is a Fulbright alum. 

 
U.S. Experts Offer Advice for Mass Casualty Response 

In response to several violent attacks in Toronto, the U.S. 

Consulate brought two law enforcement experts to the city on 

Sept. 5-7, 2018 to discuss tips on managing mass casualty 

incidents. Rick Braziel, former Sacramento Police Chief and 

Jennifer Zeunik, Director of Programs at the Police 

Foundation, provided in-depth lectures in partnership with the 

Toronto Police College. Audiences ranged from municipal 

police departments to local companies concerned about 

security, and members of the diplomatic corps. The talks, 

which included lengthy Q & A sessions, revolved around best 

practices for managing the media, coordinating response and safeguarding the public in the advent 

of a crisis. In addition to their lectures, the speakers provided a background interview to the Globe 

and Mail, and were interviewed by the crime reporter on CP24.

 

U.S. Consulate in Toronto Sponsors a TIFF Industry Panel  

The Toronto International Film Festival (TIFF) captivated 

Toronto from September 6-16, 2018, premiering the 

year’s top movies from Hollywood and around the world. 

On Wednesday, September 12, the Consulate 

sponsored a TIFF Industry Panel for the first time. This 

partnership reached 5,000 industry members.  

PA Toronto and the Foreign Commercial Service (FCS) 

designed a panel on the role of music in film. Leading 

music supervisors from LA, New York, and Toronto 

guided, inspired, and demonstrated best practices in 

making soundtrack magic. The panel used examples from film, TV, and new media and covered a 
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range of topics, including how to carry out business deals. The TIFF panel drew 100 filmmakers. “It 

was one of the most useful TIFF events I have been to“, noted one participant. “Practical and 

action-oriented.” The industry panel was livestreamed and is available to all 5,000 industry guests.  

The TIFF Industry Conference is one of the largest film industry conferences in North America, 

bringing over 5,600 film professionals from across the world, almost 2,000 of which are from the 

United States.  

The Post actively covered activities around TIFF on its social media properties and reached 52,605 

people. 

 

Harvard Polling Director Speaks to Students 

 

To respond to interest on the upcoming U.S. midterm 

elections, U.S. Consulate General Toronto hosted Dr. 

John Della Volpe, Director of Polling at the Harvard 

Kennedy School’s Institute of Politics. An expert on 

millennial behavior, Dr. Volpe engaged with specialists, 

students and media as he used polling data to explain 

youth voting behavior. During his time in Toronto, Dr. 

Volpe met with Canadian polling experts and spoke at a 

round table with business leaders through the American 

Chamber of Commerce. He also spoke to audiences at 

the University of Toronto and Ryerson University, where he actively engaged with students through 

Q & A sessions and post-lecture discussions.  

 

Dr. Volpe also spoke with media outlets through the CBC’s The National and CP24 TV’s Live at 

Noon programs. CBC will continue to use him as a resource in the run-up to November’s elections. 

The speaking tour resulted in vibrant discussions on U.S. democratic processes, with Dr. Volpe 

emphasizing the need for civic education and targeted outreach to encourage young millennials to 

vote. 

 

Beats2Borders Youth Learn Hip Videography 

 

In conjunction with the exhibition, "Everything Remains 

Raw: Photographing Toronto’s Hip Hop Culture from 

Analogue to Digital," the McMichael Canadian Art 

Collection hosted a Videography Workshop for youth on 

August 23, 2018. The workshop was part of the hip hop 

education program Beats2Borders. 

Led by U.S. photojournalist Juan Gomez, the workshop 

covered essential videography techniques, including 

composition, lighting and shooting on location. The 

workshop started with Juan introducing the participants 

to the basics on composition and demonstrating his works as an example. The hands-on workshop 

allowed the participants to go through the technical aspects of the cameras, followed by a 

photoshoot outside. The completed tasks were discussed as a group so that each participant got 

feedback on their work. 

The videography workshop combined with hip hop classes and concerts across three locations. The 
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Beats2Border program uses hip hop arts to engage New Canadian youth in border cities. 

 
CG Greg Stanford Honors Toronto International Film Festival  

Consul General Greg Stanford and Mrs. Stanford hosted 

their first reception honoring the Toronto International 

Film Festival (TIFF) at their residence on September 12, 

2018. The event welcomed American film producers, 

Friends of TIFF, Ontario Creates, and Toronto’s vibrant 

cultural community. This is the 6th annual TIFF 

reception which celebrates U.S.-Canadian film 

partnerships and American producers. The event 

gathered approximately 80 guests.  

"Some incredible themes which reflect U.S. and 

Canadian values are highlighted through TIFF in 2018 -- 

human rights, innovation and entrepreneurship and diversity," said CG Greg Stanford during his 

welcome remarks. "We support this year’s focus on gender equality in the film industry."  

This year's festival featured over 90 U.S. films, including Hollywood blockbusters, independent 

films, shorts and documentaries. Now in its 43rd year, TIFF continues to expand with over twenty 

established programs. TIFF also runs a series of tailored professional development programs to 

assist talented filmmakers, directors, and actors to fast track their careers and projects. TIFF ’s 

mission as a cultural organization is to transform the way people see the world, through film . TIFF 

generates an economic impact of $189 million CAD.  

 

University Partnership Aims to Improve Indigenous Health  

 

This summer, the U.S. Consulate’s Public Affairs Section traveled to 

Thunder Bay, Ontario and Duluth, Minnesota to support the U.S. 

Consulate funded partnership project “Bonds Across Borders.” The 

project aims to build a cross-border program between Lakehead 

University’s Northern Ontario School of Medicine and the Centre of 

American Indian and Minority Health at University of Minnesota 

Duluth.  

The U.S. Consulate was delighted to accompany NOSM members to 

Duluth, Minnesota to attend working group meetings devoted to 

sharing best practices to promote engagement and health among 

First Nations, Metis and American Indians. The goal is to use the 

model of the Center of American Indian and Minority Health at the 

University of Minnesota to improve practices at the Northern Ontario 

School of Medicine and vice versa. The grant fund travel costs for 

medical school professionals to travel between Duluth Minnesota and Thunder Bay, Ontario for 

presentations and discussions. Together, the goal of the program is to enhance medical services to 

Indigenous populations in both countries. The program fits into a larger MOU on collaboration 

between Lakehead University and the University of Minnesota Duluth.   
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Toronto Hosts Fulbright Alumni at Toronto International Film Festival 

On September 13, U.S Consulate Toronto partnered with 

Fulbright Canada to launch the Toronto Alumni Fulbright 

Chapter. The reception was attended by 35 Toronto- 

based Fulbright alumni, Fulbright board members, and 

U.S. Consulate officials. Keynote remarks were delivered 

by Executive Director of Fulbright Canada Dr. Michael 

Hawes, U.S. Consul General Greg Stanford and Fulbright 

Alumnus Jonathan Yantzi. The reception honored Fulbright 

alumni who play a crucial role in promoting educational 

exchange and advancing bilateral cooperation in key areas 

between the U.S. and Canada.  

The event further promoted cultural ties by supporting the North American film industry as 

attendees were treated to a screening of Manta Ray at the Toronto International Film Festival. T he 

film centered on the Rohingya refugees in Southeast Asia and emphasized themes of 

statelessness. The U.S. and Canada are consistent in their condemnation of the treatment of the 

Rohingya in Myanmar.  

Future alumni chapter events are planned. 

Promoting U.S. Higher Education at the Go Global Expo 

Public Affairs Toronto joined EducationUSA Advisor Jenika Heim 

at the Go Global Expo at Ryerson University on September 22, 

2018. One of the best-attended fairs in Canada, Go Global Expo 

provides Canadians opportunities for volunteering, studying, 

working or living overseas. More than hundred students and 

prospective applicants stopped by the EducationUSA table to 

speak to Jenika and ask questions about their options to apply to 

U.S. universities for both undergraduate and graduate programs. 

Students reviewed flyers on the application process for 

undergraduate and graduate studies, cross border scholarships 

and tuition discounts, and U.S. government-sponsored exchange 

opportunities including the Killam Fellowship and Fulbright 

Scholarships. Canada is the 5th largest sender of foreign students to the United States.

 

MacArthur Fellow Lectures On Black Photography 

The U.S. Consulate supported a talk by MacArthur Fellow 

and NYU Photography Department Chair Dr. Deborah Willis 

on Saturday, Sept. 29. Dr. Willis' talk was part of a series of 

talks, "Field of Vision," curated by Gallery 44 and was held in 

one of Toronto's iconic art spaces, The Commons at 401 

Richmond. Dr. Willis is a Guggenheim as well as a 

MacArthur Fellow, and received the NAACP Image Award in 

2014 for her co-authored book, "Envisioning Emancipation." 

Her talk centered on the history of black photography from 

1930 to the present and was followed by Q & A with Julie 

Crooks, curator of the Art Gallery of Ontario. The Field of 

Vision series explores the larger conversations surrounding photography and contemporary image 

culture. This is one of a series of events the Consulate is sponsoring to explore our shared history 
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of combatting racism. 

 

Canadians Selected to Travel to U.S. on Water, Cyber Security 

 

In September 2018, the U.S. Consulate in Toronto sent 

three Canadians on the Department of State’s prestigious 

International Visitor Leadership Program (IVLP). Water 

experts Tony Maas and Mandy Maghera were two of 

twenty international participants who traveled on the 

multi-regional exchange focused on best practices in 

“Water Resources Management.” Additionally, 

Christopher Parsons was one of five Canadians who 

participated on an IVLP program devoted to “Improving 

Cyber Security Across Our Border.” The Consulate looks 

forward to meeting with the participants to learn more 

about their trips which have taken them to several cities 

across the United States.  

 

PAS Toronto Social Media Roundup for August-September 2018 

 PAS Toronto made 214.3K impressions by 

tweeting 94 tweets in addition to receiving 684 

likes and 236 retweets.  

 

 

 

 PAS Toronto reached more than 

48,675 people through 36 posts. 

 

 

  

66,852 were people reached through 22 

posts. 
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